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The production of jets in charged-current deep-inelastic scattering (CC DIS) probes simultaneously 
the strong and the electroweak sectors of the Standard Model; its measurement provides important 
information on the quark ﬂavour structure of the proton. We compute third-order (N3LO) perturbative 
QCD corrections to this process, fully differential in the jet and lepton kinematics. We observe a 
substantial reduction in the theory uncertainty, to sub-percent level throughout the relevant kinematical 
range, thus enabling precision phenomenology with jet observables.
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
Low-multiplicity electroweak processes at colliders are some of 
the most important benchmark processes for our understanding of 
Standard Model physics, allowing precision measurements of fun-
damental parameters and providing crucial tests of the theoretical 
framework and its practical application in precision calculations. 
In order for these theory predictions to be directly comparable to 
experimental data, they must be able to account for arbitrary (in-
frared safe) cuts on the ﬁnal states produced, a requirement which 
also allows predictions of multiple-differential exclusive cross sec-
tions. This is in contrast to inclusive calculations, which yield re-
sults for the full phase space by using analytical techniques to 
integrate out ﬁnal-state information; their comparison to experi-
ment then requires ad-hoc extrapolations of data from the mea-
sured ﬁducial regions to the full phase space.
Fully differential next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) calcu-
lations are fast becoming the new theory benchmark for 2 → 2
scattering processes, with the completion of pp → γ γ [1], pp →
VH [2], pp → V γ [3,4], pp → tt¯ [5], pp → H + j [6,7], pp → V +
j [8–11], pp → γ + j [12], pp → V V [13–15] and pp → 2 j [16] in 
proton–proton collisions, as well as the electron–positron process 
e+e− → 3 j [17,18], the lepton–proton processes ep → e + j [19], 
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 p → ′ + 2 j [20,21] and the related 2 → 3 Higgs production pro-
cesses in vector-boson fusion [22–24]. Here, V denotes the massive 
gauge bosons Z and W± and j a reconstructed hadronic jet. These 
calculations have been enabled by substantial developments [22,
25–30] of infrared subtraction methods for the handling of singu-
lar contributions that appear in all parton-level subprocesses.
A limited number of processes have been evaluated inclusively 
beyond NNLO, notably neutral- and charged-current DIS [31,32] as 
well as Higgs production in both gluon fusion [33,34] and vector-
boson fusion [35] to third order (N3LO), and e+e− → hadrons to 
fourth order (N4LO) [36]. These inclusive results can be used to 
perform differential calculations of closely related observables. The 
Projection-to-Born (P2B) subtraction scheme [22,37] uses an inclu-
sive calculation for a ﬁnal state F (fully differential in the variables 
of the Born-level kinematics) at a given perturbative order and 
an differential calculation of F + jet at one order lower in order 
to form a fully differential calculation. The scheme is unique in 
the fact that no new ingredients need to be calculated for the 
subtraction. It was ﬁrst used in the case of Higgs production in 
vector-boson fusion (F = H +2 j) at NNLO QCD [22]. The ﬁrst appli-
cation at N3LO was recently completed for the case of inclusive jet 
production in electromagnetic DIS (F =  + j) [37], where the in-
clusive structure functions calculated in [31] were combined with 
the NNLO DIS di-jet calculation of [20] to form differential N3LO
results. In an independent development [38], the qT-subtraction 
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method [29] was most recently extended to N3LO and applied to 
Higgs boson production at this order.
The general formula for a P2B cross section (multiply) differen-
tial in observable(s) O is given by
dσN
kLO
F
dO =
dσN
k−1LO
F+ j
dO −
dσN
k−1LO
F+ j
dOB
+ dσ
NkLO,incl
F
dOB
, (1)
where a kinematic mapping uniquely assigns one Born-level ob-
servable dOB for each dO:
dO P2B−−→ dOB . (2)
As a subtraction scheme, this is in effect using the matrix element 
itself as the counterterm to keep the integrand ﬁnite in all singu-
lar limits not already subtracted in the Nk−1LO F + j calculation. 
The integrated counterterm is exactly equivalent to the radiative 
contribution to the inclusive cross section which is mapped to the 
Born phase space during the analytic integration, such that when 
the three terms in (1) are combined, the fully differential cross 
section at NkLO is recovered. In this letter we use the NNLO cal-
culation of di-jet production in charged current DIS implemented 
using antenna subtraction from [21] alongside the inclusive N3LO
charged current structure functions of [32] in order to produce for 
the ﬁrst time differential distributions for single jet production in 
CC DIS (F = ν + j). These corrections are all implemented in the 
parton-level Monte Carlo event generator NNLOjet.
Charged-current deep-inelastic scattering (CC DIS) is a crucial 
process for our understanding of ﬂavour content in parton distri-
bution functions (PDFs), due to the preferential couplings of the 
W bosons to quarks dependent on their charge. CC DIS allows 
structure-function measurements in particular at high Bjorken-x 
0.01 [39,40]. With polarised incoming leptons it also allows preci-
sion tests of the chiral structure of the Standard Model, due to the 
linear dependence of the cross section on the polarisation fraction. 
If the proposed LHeC collider is constructed [41], precise predic-
tions will become all the more relevant due to the vastly improved 
luminosity and kinematic reach compared to legacy HERA data.
The CC DIS process is equally relevant for current LHC predic-
tions, in particular vector-boson fusion Higgs (VBF-Higgs) produc-
tion. In the structure-function approximation [42] the latter can be 
described well as “double-DIS”, where each leg is constructed from 
independent DIS structure functions, with non-factorisable colour 
exchanges strongly suppressed by colour and kinematics. This rela-
tion is a strong motivation for improved NC and CC DIS predictions 
as many components are closely related. The N3LO inclusive cross 
section for single Higgs-boson [35] and double Higgs-boson [43]
production were calculated recently in this structure-function ap-
proximation. Combining these inclusive cross section with a calcu-
lation of VBF-Higgs production in association with a jet at NNLO 
using P2B will then allow the calculation of fully differential N3LO
cross sections.
The kinematics of an inclusive charged-lepton CC DIS event 
takes the generic form
p(P ) + (k) → ν(k′) + X(pX ), (3)
where p is the incoming proton,  the incoming charged lepton, ν
the outgoing neutrino and X a generic hadronic ﬁnal state, with 
their corresponding momenta in brackets. The process is mediated 
by a W boson of momentum q = k − k′ with Q 2 = −q2 > 0, and 
can be fully described by the standard DIS variables
s = (P + k)2 , x = Q
2
2P · q , y =
P · q
P · k . (4)
Here x is the usual Bjorken variable, and y the scattering inelastic-
ity (the fraction of the incoming lepton energy transferred to the 
proton in the proton rest frame). Reconstructed jets can be further 
characterised through their transverse energy ETj , pseudorapidity 
η j and azimuthal angle ϕ j in the transverse plane. The angle ϕ j is 
deﬁned relative to the opposite direction of the lepton, i.e. ϕ j ≡ 0
for Born-level kinematics where the jet and lepton recoil back-to-
back in the transverse plane. As such, ϕ j only becomes non-trivial 
under additional radiation that escapes the jet clustering and con-
stitutes a genuine DIS di-jet observable.
In the laboratory frame, the Born level kinematics of a single-
jet CC DIS event can be fully reconstructed from the incoming 
beam energies and outgoing neutrino momentum, using momen-
tum conservation:
pin,B = xP , pout,B = xP + q . (5)
Using this, one can deﬁne the unique map in (2) from a ﬁnal state 
of higher QCD multiplicity to the Born level, fulﬁlling the require-
ments for a consistent evaluation of N3LO jet production in DIS 
through P2B.
The ZEUS collaboration has measured inclusive jet distribu-
tions in the collision of 920 GeV protons with polarised 27.6 GeV
electrons/positrons corresponding to a centre-of-mass energy of √
s = 318.7 GeV [45]. The measurements were taken as functions 
of x, Q 2, leading-jet transverse energy ETj and pseudorapidity η j
for inclusive jet production. In the experimental analysis, the jets 
are ET ordered and clustered in the laboratory frame, applying the 
kT -clustering algorithm in the longitudinally invariant mode. Data 
are presented for both e+p and e−p collisions, and are corrected 
for polarisation effects to give unpolarised cross sections.
In our calculation, the electroweak parameters are deﬁned in 
the Gμ-scheme, with W-boson mass MW = 80.398 GeV, width 
W = 2.1054 GeV, Z-boson mass MZ = 91.1876 GeV, coupling 
constant α = 1/132.3384 and Fermi constant GF = 1.166 ×
10−5 GeV−2. The number of massless ﬂavours is ﬁve and con-
tributions from massive top-quark loops are neglected. The cal-
culations are performed using the NNPDF31 PDF set [44] with 
αs(MZ) = 0.118. We use the central renormalisation (μR) and fac-
torisation (μF) scales μ2F = μ2R = Q 2. Scale variation uncertainties 
are estimated by varying μR and μF independently by factors of 
0.5 and 2, but restricted to 0.5 ≤ μR/μF ≤ 2.
Each event must pass the DIS cuts
Q 2 > 200 GeV2 , y < 0.9 , (6)
and the leading jet pseudorapidity must lie in the range −1 < η j <
2.5 with minimum transverse energy ETj > 14 GeV. The theory dis-
tributions are corrected for hadronisation and QED radiative effects 
using the multiplicative factors provided in [45]. We validated the 
P2B implementation up to NNLO against the results using pure an-
tenna subtraction in [21] for e+p scattering for the above cuts, 
resulting in sub per-mille level agreement (within numerical in-
tegration errors) for the NNLO contribution to the cross section: 
−440.77 ±0.24 fb (P2B) versus −440.82 ±0.30 fb (antenna). When 
combined with the LO and NLO terms, we are conﬁdent that we 
have excellent agreement between the two methods for all choices 
of renormalisation and factorisation scales.
It should be noted that the splitting functions for the PDFs are 
fully known only at NNLO [46], for the status of the N3LO calcu-
lations see [47], so for this calculation we have used NNLO PDFs. 
We do not expect that this will have any impact on the ﬁnal re-
sults due to the small size of the overall correction.
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Fig. 1. Predictions at LO (blue left-hatched), NLO (green right-hatched), NNLO (orange left-hatched) and N3LO (red cross-hatched) are compared to ZEUS data from Ref. [45]
for Q 2, η j , ETj and Bjorken-x for single jet production in e
−p collisions. The bands correspond to scale uncertainties as described in the main text.
A comparison of NNLOjet predictions to ZEUS data for full cross 
sections differential in Q 2, η j , ETj and x in single jet inclusive 
production in unpolarised e−p collisions is shown in Fig. 1. Cor-
responding results for unpolarised e+p collisions are shown in 
Fig. 2. In general, we ﬁnd good agreement between theory and 
data, with overlapping scale uncertainty bands for NNLO and N3LO
predictions and a typical reduction in scale variation uncertainties 
going from NNLO to N3LO by a factor of two or better. Stabilisa-
tion of the perturbative QCD prediction can be observed for the 
ﬁrst time below η j = 0 at this order. In the Q 2 distribution, the 
convergence of the prediction can now be seen in all bins, with 
the N3LO predictions contained fully within the NNLO scale varia-
tion bands. For low values of x and Q 2, the predictions for e−p
and e+p collisions begin to coincide as contributions from sea 
quarks and gluons inside the proton become dominant and dif-
ferences between W+ and W− exchange diminish. At larger values 
of x, valence-type quark distributions of the different charges de-
termine the behaviour of the distributions. As noted already for the 
NNLO case in [21], the agreement with data is systematically bet-
ter for the e+p than for the e−p case, and can be traced back to a 
discrepancy in the x-distribution of e−p around x ∼ 0.15, perhaps 
pointing to a PDF effect.
In this letter, we have presented the ﬁrst fully differential cal-
culation of single jet production in charged-current deep-inelastic 
scattering for both W+ and W− exchanges at N3LO in QCD. We 
have applied our calculation to the kinematical situation relevant 
to the ZEUS experiment at HERA. The N3LO predictions show per-
turbative stability throughout the full kinematical range, and lead 
to a substantial reduction in scale uncertainty to sub per-cent level. 
Together with the neutral-current results [37], our calculation en-
ables precision phenomenology with jet observables at a future 
LHeC collider [41] and constitutes an important step to a fully dif-
ferential N3LO calculation of vector-boson fusion Higgs production 
at the LHC.
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Fig. 2. Predictions at LO (blue left-hatched), NLO (green right-hatched), NNLO (orange left-hatched) and N3LO (red cross-hatched) are compared to ZEUS data from Ref. [45]
for Q 2, η j , ETj and Bjorken-x for single jet production in e
+p collisions. The bands correspond to scale uncertainties as described in the main text.
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